The issue of the financial system of a multinational family in shari'a and law is of great importance in the current era of the deterioration of rights in the case of family disputes, which often result in divorce. Hence, Islamic law has taken into account this subject with many rules and provisions that protect both spouses' rights and obligations. Some Arab countries have also taken this approach, but they have not been far from international laws that advocate women's freedom, as we find in Tunisian law, for example. Here we have examined this subject from a legitimate legal point to clarify the problem that some countries have occurred when they put the family laws.
Introduction
Islam came with truth and justice, to manage every day's life for good trail, give people their due rights, fair, accuracy, and depth, and financial, social, political sections and other. It cared about the Islamic preservation of family which is the basis of human society, and the nucleus of Nations and peoples, meant most diligence, set them up on a solid foundation of love, peace, and stability. Islam has called for marriage and encourage people to go through this experience, and made a lasting relationship between the spouses, lovely it is a sacred and thick emotional connection between men and women with a basic of respect and appreciation to bring love and affection between them.
Since Islam is a religion of Justice and equality, strengthening family ties and provides the statement of rights of each other, as decided by the penalty box which guarantees the maintenance of these rights, ensured that women's rights in all aspects and fields, and maintained as a sister and a daughter and a wife.
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It is the most important rights which necessitated in the Islamic family law section for the wife, the dowry and alimony right, as stated in the Qur'an and Sunnah, which prove it once the marriage, and the husband should provide that with what is asked by the wife.
The international conventions and norms at the international level have tended to focus on the rights of the family to injustice and oppression, and in this area the text of Chapter 23 of the International Covenant on Civil and political rights provides that States parties to the present Covenant shall take appropriate measures to ensure equal rights and responsibilities of spouses as to mating and during marriage and upon divorce. It also recommends that the International Convention on the Elimination of all forms of discrimination against women in its Chapter vi provides that States parties shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against women in all matters relating to marriage and family relations and in particular shall ensure the same rights for both spouses in the form of ownership, acquisition and property management and disposition.
It should be noted that the problems faced by the family in international law lies in determining the financial relationship of the couple, there are some countries that take
Western laws that stray from the spirit of Islamic law in this regard, Tunisian law which had taken the course of French law by approving financial disclosure unit between spouses.
The problems faced by the family in international law lies in determining the financial relationship of the couple, In terms of independence or financial disclosure. The problem posed by financial disclosure unit in terms of assigning spent on home after marriage, after the dissolution of the marriage, and how to be adapted.
Question: How both Sharia and look at the financial regulations for multinational family?
Research methodology: This study relied on descriptive analytical approach, using the inductive method.
-
Research objective: Determining the law applicable to mixed marriage's matter and its dissolution in the international community on social justice and family based on the Islamic law (Sharia).
Multinational Family
The researcher can manifest what multinational family through intermarriage concept statement in private international law, then refer to the concept of multiple nationalities statement to show legal status of multinational for family financial relationship.
1.
The concept of mixed marriages: Mixed marriages in private international law, is that marriage where both husband and wife have different the nationality, each one of them has a nationality unlike the other.
2.
The concept of multinationality: Is that a person holds more than one nationality at the same time, in accordance with the Act of two or more. It can be said that the multinational is for the individual having more than one nationality, enjoy it at one time. So, it's mean: "Legal status where the same person have two or more nationality, so legally considered nationals of each country has its nationality". The Islamic Shari'a has clarified that marriage does not affect the wife's eligibility.
The rightful wife is entitled to act in her own money with mosquitoes or without compensation, and she does not need her husband. If the wife is a minor, the husband does not guide her to dispose of her money, but she has the right to dispose of her and manage her financial affairs for the guardian.
a. Financial authority of the wife fully qualified: The public decided that the wife had the right to dispose of her own money as before marriage, but the "Maalikis" disagreed with some of the actions taken by the wife without 4 . Ahmed Muslim, Foreign personal family legal system, 126. 
. This verse indicates that the stone is only for the orphans. Similarly, for a woman, if she is rational, her money must be paid to her, and the stone should be taken away from her, so she is free to dispose of it. The Islamic law asked the husband must give his wife anything she wants, Allah said in Qur'an:
Most Arabic laws adopted the system of financial separation of the couples, it is stated that it is a must for the husbund to pay in all needs of life.
Under this principle, article 74 of the Algerian family code by saying, "The wife must be expended by her husband since they got married and there is an evidence taking into account the provisions of articles 78-79-80 of this law." We find in this text that the Algerian legislature adopted the correct contract obligation to spend on one pair which is the husband, that the wife lead herself to her husband to make live and to enjoy themselves, this thing was confirmed by the Algerian justice that alimony is connected to the right". wife in some family burdens of the expense of the house and children as well as their contribution to the increase of family wealth. The burdens and costs involved by women are the expenses of housekeeping and child-rearing, and all that is necessary for the needs of the family.
The position of Islamic law on the contribution of the wife to spend: The Islamic Shari'a law has allowed woman to dispose of her money and is not obliged to share with her husband to spend on the house. However, the economic conditions and difficult life that many families are currently experience having the wife share her responsibility for spending for the house. But to resolve the dispute that may arise between the spouses about the commitment of each individual to spend on the house must be specified in the contract, and leave the wife to continue in her job and be paid between her husband and her family equally.
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Conclusion
The family laws have come up with sub-solutions that have made them fundamental issues that would raise the status of women and strengthen their legal and social status. This is the result of satisfying the demands of a predominantly political nature of religion, which made some laws rigid. The obligation of positive laws should not be affected by the purposes of Islamic law and its lofty principles of political, because codification does not prohibit Hara'am things, and it is not Hara'am for Halaal and non-ijtihad.
